
Conditions: Race conditions, including (in order) date, track, race, distance in furlongs, surface (main/turf) and purse.
#: Horse’s program number (when available).
Name: Horse’s name.
Speed: Entrant’s recent speed grade (A-F), with “A” being the fastest and “F” being the slowest.
Class: Horse’s class grade for today’s race, with “A” being best and “F” being worst. An up arrow (�) indicates the entrant is moving up in class, while a down arrow (�) indicates it is
dropping in class (based on purse values).
Jockey/Grade: The name of the horse’s rider and his/her grade (A-F). The grade is based on overall statistics for the past 1-2 years.
Trainer/Grade: The name of the horse’s trainer and his/her grade (A-F). The grade is based on overall statistics for the past 1-2 years.
Form: An assessment of the horse’s last race. Three check marks (�) denote a “good” last race, while four check marks signify an outstanding last race. Horses that competed over a
different general surface (dirt/synthetic or turf) last time out are not given a rating.
GPA: A horse’s grade point average or, more accurately, the sum of all its grades (on a 0-4 scale) divided by four. If a horse is rated in fewer than three categories, it gets a “UK”
(unknown) designation. (There is a distinct correlation between a horse’s GPA and its winning chances.)
Bet: Suggested play based on the horse’s GPA and its GPA ranking — win (W), place (P) or show (S). However, keep in mind that playing every race and betting every suggested play
will most surely produce a loss. The purpose of the “Bet” section is to give Report Card users information and ideas on how to approach a particular race, it is not meant to be a tout
sheet. That said, certain types of horses have produced profits in the past and may continue to do so in the future:

� = Top GPA Play.

� = Vulnerable Favorite (bet against).



Conditions # Name Jockey Grade Trainer Grade GPA Bet
5/19/18 PRK (Race 13) 1 QUIP (12-1) F F � GEROUX FLORENT A BRISSET RODOLPHE C �� 1.40
9.5 furlongs (main) 2 LONE SAILOR (15-1) C+ F ORTIZ IRAD JR A AMOSS THOMAS M A 2.60 S
Average GPA: 2.26 3 SPORTING CHANCE (30-1) C+ F � CONTRERAS LUIS C LUKAS D WAYNE C � 2.20

4 DIAMOND KING (30-1) D F � CASTELLANO J J A SERVIS JOHN C A ��� 2.10
5 GOOD MAGIC (3-1) C+ C ORTIZ JOSE L B BROWN CHAD C A ��� 2.70 P
6 TENFOLD (20-1) F F � SANTANA RICARDO JR A ASMUSSEN STEVEN M B � 1.50
7 � JUSTIFY (1-2) B+ D SMITH M E A BAFFERT BOB A ��� 3.20 W
8 BRAVAZO (20-1) C F SAEZ LUIS A LUKAS D WAYNE C 2.40
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